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the French press. But I fear that out of French readers ninety-,
nine in a hundred are chauvinistically mad. The Government
here is almost in their senses ; the people on the contrary getting
success and vanity drunk. A pleasant kind of intoxication, much
less deleterious—unless it leads to war—than spirits of wine or
morphium! And your pen ? Whither is it wandering now ?
After writing with the blood of the martyrs of war will it show us
the prospect of a future fairy-land or the less Utopian picture of
the thinkers' commonwealth ? My sympathies are in that direc-
tion, but my thoughts are mostly wandering towards another
commonwealth, where silenced souls are misery-proof."
This letter can be taken in two ways; in any case it does not
suggest a devoted disciple who has just had his eyes opened to the
blessings of peace. When we look at this letter in the light of
Frau von Suttner's discursive article we can scarcely avoid feeling
that there is a note of irony running through Nobel's letter and
tempering his sympathy.
In a letter written in October, 1891, he embarks upon a more
businesslike criticism of the programme of Bertha von Suttner and
other friends of peace. It appears that she asked him for financial
support for peace propaganda. Nobel sent £80 but added :
" It is not money, I fear, but a programme that is needed. Re-
solutions alone will not ensure peace ; and the same may be said
of banquets and long speeches. What is wanted is to present to
well intentioned governments some acceptable proposal. To ask
for disarmament is practically to make oneself ridiculous without
doing anybody any good, while to ask for the imnaediate setting up
of a court of arbitration is to arouse innumerable prejudices and
invite the obstruction of all ambitious persons. In order to have
any prospect of success it is essential to begin in a more modest way,
and to adopt the practice of England in matters of doubtful
legislation. In such cases that country introduces an act with a
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